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REZUMAT. Lucrarea prezintă un sistem care utilizează o reţea neurală (RN) pentru învăţarea eficientă a unei secvenţe
nestaţionare. Sistemul are potenţialul de a învăţa, clasifica şi prezice orice semnale staţionare sau nestaţionare, în
particular curbele de variaţie în timp a sarcinii din sistemele electroelectro-energetice, la diferite scale de timp. O mare varietate
de aplicaţii de clasificare şi predicţie a secvenţelor nestaţionare pot fi rezolvate întrîntr-un mod eficient utilizând această
tehnică de reantrenare adaptivă combinată cu arhitectura
arhitectura în două trepte a sistemului.
Cuvinte cheie: predicţia curbelor de sarcină, reţele neurale artificiale, analiza componentelor principale, reantrenare
ABSTRACT. The paper presents a system using an artificial neural network (ANN) to efficiently learn the shape of a non
stationary sequence. The system has the potential to learn, classify and predict any stationary or non stationary signals, in
particular the chronological load curves of power systems, at various time scales
scales. A large variety of classification
classification and
forecasting applications to non stationary sequences can be efficiently solved by using this adaptive retraining technique
combined with the two step system architecture.
Key words: load forecasting, Artificial Neural Networks, Principal Component Analysis, retraining technique

1. INTRODUCTION
A safe short-term load forecasting is needed for the
efficient operation of power systems. There is a
considerable interest in the development of reliable
forecasting models. During the last decades we found in
the literature a series of so called classical approaches
[1] - [3] together with an increasing number of other
methods and techniques based on artificial intelligence
models [4] - [16]. The first applications of artificial
neural networks (ANNs) to short-term load forecasting
were in the beginning of 1990s [17], [18] and since then
many different applications of ANNs to load
forecasting were presented.
ANNs have been widely applied to forecasting
problems [19] - [26] as long as they are less susceptible
to the problem of misspecification as compared to most
parametric models. ANNs are also more noise tolerant,
having the ability to learn complex systems with
incomplete or corrupted data. In this paper, the electric
load forecasting is inherently noisy and nonstationary.
The nonstationary characteristic implies that the
distribution of the time series changes over time.
Furthermore, some gradual changes in the dependency
between the input and output variables may appear. In
other words, the recent data points could provide more
important information than the distant data points.
Therefore, we propose to use the adaptive retraining
mechanism [27] to take this characteristic into account
and prove its worth on the electric load forecasting.

This paper is organized as follows. Section 2
presents the problem that concerns the model structure
and data preprocessing. In the next section, we
introduce the adaptive retraining technique and explain
our approach. The main features of the experimental
results are given in sections 4. Finally, Section 5
concludes the paper.

2. GENERAL STRUCTURE APPROACH
Usually, time-delays are frequently encountered in
financial or technical systems. It is well known that
feedback control in the presence of time/spatial delay
leads to particular difficulties, since a delay places a
limit on the time/spatial interval.
In order to cover a wide number of possible
applications, we start to consider a system with s inputs
and u outputs. In Fig. 1 we present our idea of training a
feedforward ANN such that the latter becomes a
predictor. We use delayed rows of the input data to
simulate the current states. For learning purposes, the
network inputs involve many blocks with several timedelayed values of the system inputs, and fewer blocks
with system delayed outputs. Each ANN target-output
consists of the current value of the corresponding
sequence. Therefore, the system tries to match the
current values of the output, by properly adjusting a
function of the past values of the inputs and outputs.
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Fig. 1. Forecasting architecture. Training process.

At the current moment t, the output output_k (k =
1..u, Fig. 1) is affected by the inputs at different
previous time/space steps (t-i_d1, …, t-i_dn), and also
by the outputs at other previous time/space steps
(t-o_d1, …, t-o_dm), respectively. We denote by so
called In_Del and Out_Del, two delay vectors that
include the delays that we take into account:
In _ Del = [i _ d1 , i _ d 2 ,..., i _ d n ]

(1)

Out _ Del = [o _ d1 , o _ d 2 ,..., o _ d m ]

(2)

and
where typically n > m.
The distribution of the vector elements is usually
(but not compulsory) similar to the Gamma distribution.
The elements of each vector are ascendingly ordered.
Consequently, the maximum values of any delay vector
are i_dn or o_dm, respectively. Usually, i_dn
significantly exceeds o_dm.
The recurrent relation performed by the model that
predicts the output_k is as follows:
yk (t +1) = F ( X (t +1 − In _ Del(i)), Y (t − Out _ Del( j)))

(3)

where X is the input vector, Y the corresponding output
vector, yk the value of output_k, i = 1,…,n and j =
1,…,m.

We use feedforward ANNs with two hidden layers
in order to achieve a good approximation function,
based on our preliminary research, where we have
obtained better results in case of two hidden layers than
in case of one hidden layer, however maintaining a
similar ratio (approx. 5/1) between the number of the
training samples and the total number of the weights.
The ANN models, depicted in Fig. 1, use training sets
of V-i_dn input-output pairs for model adaptation (see
next section), where V is the initial time steps interval
employed for training purpose.
Once we have established all the influences on the
output, at moment t, we apply Principal Component
Analysis (PCA) [24], [28], [29] to reduce the
dimensionality of the input space and to un-correlate
the inputs. Before applying PCA, we had preprocessed
the inputs and outputs, by using: replacement of
missing values (NaN); detection and replacement
(peak-shaving) of outliers; and, finally, normalization.
Data preprocessing prepares raw data for the
forecasting model and transforms it into a format that
will be easier and more effectively processed. We have
applied the reverse process of normalization, in order to
denormalize the simulated outputs. Data preprocessing
and data postprocessing are essential steps of the
knowledge discovery process, in real world
applications, and they greatly improve the network's
ability to capture valuable information, if they are
correctly carried out.
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3. METHOD DESCRIPTION
The feature of "universal functional approximator"
[30] adds the power and flexibility of neural networks
to the process of learning complex patterns and
relationships. However, the potential risk of using the
universal approximator is the overfitting problem, since
it is often easy to train a large network model to learn
the peculiarities, as well as the underlying relationship.
Therefore, the balance between the learning capability
and the generalization power is very important in neural
network forecasting applications.
As the basic training algorithm, we use the Scale
Conjugate Gradient (SCG) algorithm [31]. In order to
avoid the overfitting phenomenon, we apply the early
stopping method (validation stop) during the training
process.
Next, the adaptivity of the result is performed (and
improved), by applying the retraining technique [27],
[32], in a special way. This technique is a mechanism
for extracting practical information directly from the
weights of a reference ANN that had been already
trained in a preliminary phase. The retraining procedure
reduces the reference network weights (and biases) by a
scaling factor γ, 0<γ <1. The reduced weights are used
further as the initial weights of a new training sequence,
with the expectation of a better accuracy. The data that
we have used in our model consist of V-i_dn inputoutput pairs during each training (or retraining) phase,
where V is the initial time/spatial steps interval
employed for training purpose. As the splitting
criterion, we randomly choose approximately 85% of
the data (V-i_dn) for training set, and the rest for
validation. Furthermore, we imposed the supplementary
condition:

Eval ≤ threshold ⋅ Etr

(4)

to avoid a large difference between the error of the
training set (Etr) and the error of the validation set (Eval).
The threshold is set so that the validation error does not
exceed too much the training error (e.g. with no more
than 20% extra). This way, the overfitting phenomenon
on the test set will be considerably reduced. In our
approach the validation set acts at the same time as a
kind of test set, even though there is a real and separate
test set of T different timesteps (where T<<V).
Next, we describe the five steps that we have taken
to adapt (retrain) our model:

1. Firstly, we decided the proper number of hidden
neurons for each hidden layer (Nh1 and Nh2) by testing
several pyramidal ANN architectures. We chose the
best model with respect to the smallest error between
the desired and the simulated outputs. This error (Etot)
was calculated for V-i_dn data that included both
training and validation sets.
2. Secondly, we predicted T values of the outputs
(during the interval (V+1) - (V+T)), in a sequential
mode. We use an always real inputs (ARI) approach
[23], which employed the real previous outputs at the
input of the model.
Then, we computed the error ERR [27] that
represents the accuracy of the approximation of the
output data, within the forecasting horizon of T steps:

ERR =

100 T ORkp − OFkp
T
⋅
∑
T p=1
T+p
ORkp

(5)

where T = number of times/space steps, ORkp = real
output_k at step p, and OFkp = forecasted output_k at
step p.
3. Thirdly, we applied the retraining technique for a
shifted interval of timesteps between (Shift+1) and
(Shift+V), where Shift ≤ T. Here we used the ANN
architecture that resulted at the end of the previous step.
We applied this technique for each value of γ (γ = 0.1,
0.2, …, 0.9), keeping the neural network (weight
distribution) that achieved the minimum error, as the
reference network. We repeated this step five times, and
we randomly reconstructed the training and validation
sets each time.
4. Fourthly, we predicted T values of the outputs
(during the interval of timesteps (Shift+V+1) (Shift+V+T)), in the same sequential mode as in step 2.
5. We repeated L times the steps 3 and 4 on
successive shifted intervals of V timesteps for retraining
processes and T timesteps for sequential forecasting.
Each time the intervals were ascendingly repositioned
with Shift time/space steps.
The retraining technique allows us to continuously
improve the model, at times, by using new (shifted)
databases. For a single combination of the delay
vectors, we obtained (and used) a model with its
associate adaptive behavior. The next two sections
show how the above-mentioned steps were applied for a
short-term load forecasting application.
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4. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
Usually, short-term load forecasting aims to predict
electric loads for a period of minutes, hours, days or
weeks. The particular system, which resulted by using
our approaches, describes the relationship between ten
input variables and one output variable that models the
evolution of the electric load. The raw data consist of
more than 30,000 rows (time steps) – one data row
every hour during 4 years (from January 2008 till
December 2011). We performed the steps described in
Section 3 for two combinations of delay vectors. The
inputs of the system are information concerning data
from different suppliers of electricity (coal, hydro, oil,
nuclear, wind, import) together with dates (hour, month
calendar, year). The goal is to predict energy
consumption in two cases: in advance of one hour and
six hours in advance.
In Table 1 we present the values of test error (ERR
according to (5)) for iterative simulations of the output,
computed at the end of first training and, then, after
each successive retraining phase (L = 149), when using
Case I (one hour in advance when using: In_Del = [1 2
4 8] and Out_Del = [0 1 4]) and Case II (six hours in
advance when using: In_Del = [6 7 9 13] and Out_Del
= [5 6 9]).
We carried out the simulations under the following
assumptions: V = 8805 timesteps (more than one year)
are enough for first training phase and then for each
retraining phase; T=24×7=168 hours (one week)

represent the prediction interval; and Shift = 168 is the
shifting time for the next retraining. It is worth to
mention that the values of these parameters can be
easily changed. Choosing the number of samples for
training is an open issue: not too small to have enough
data (more than five times the number of samples
versus the number of weights), but not too large
especially in a nonstationary environment.
The first step, when we choose the ANN
architecture, needs about one day of intensive
computation. We used a series of multiple imbricate
loops, where we vary the number of neurons of each
layer. If we extend the searching possibilities, then the
computational effort will increase accordingly, but with
a greater expectation for a better solution. The most
inner loop of this searching algorithm concerns the
starting of the training from different uniformly
distributed weights of the ANN architecture. We choose
to restart five times the last loop for each ANN
architecture, and finally select the one that prove the
minimum error and also respect the condition (4). This
ANN is used to predict the first time horizon.
The obtained architecture at the first step remains
unchanged and it is successively retrained with one
week shifted database. Each retraining phase uses nine
values of the scaling factor (γ = 0.1 ÷ 0.9) to recreate
the initial values of the weights for the learning process,
and it is repeated five times before predicting the
corresponding time horizon. A complete retraining
phase lasts about half an hour.
Table 1.

Evolution of Test Error (ERR) for the Case I and Case II during the training and retraining phases when T=24×7=168 hours (one
week)

ERR

First training
Retraining 1
Retraining 2
Retraining 3
Retraining 4
…
Retraining 145
Retraining 146
Retraining 147
Retraining 148
Retraining 149

Training / retraining
interval

Test interval

1 - 8805
169 - 8973
337 - 9141
505 - 9309
673 - 9477

8806 - 8973
8974 - 9141
9142 - 9309
9310 - 9477
9478 - 9645

1.8654
8.1743
7.9477
7.7424
8.2210

3.4278
2.2377
3.5993
2.3580
8.2234

24361 - 33165
24529 - 33333
24697 - 33501
24865 - 33669
25033 - 33837

33166 - 33333
33334 - 33501
33502 - 33669
33670 - 33837
33838 - 34005

1.7575
0.9210
1.0063
0.9877
0.9112

2.6037
1.8045
2.8682
1.8759
1.6272

In Table 1, it seems that the delay vectors have been
well chosen, since, finally, there has been a decrease in
the test error, when successive retraining phases were
performed. An example of the error trends is showed in

Case I

Case II

Fig. 2 for the Case I and in Fig. 3 for the Case II. One
may note that the abscissa represents the numbers of the
successive retraining phases and the first value 0 is
associated with the first training.
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Fig. 2. ERR trend (Case I) of test sets for the first training and L = 149 successive retraining phases.
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Fig. 3. ERR trend (Case II) of test sets for the first training and L = 149 successive retraining phases.

The quality of the predictions is graphically
analyzed (Fig. 4), by enforcing a tube around the real
outputs, given by a function like the one below:

f (n) = A + n ⋅ q

(6)
Here, A is an acceptable prediction error, q is an
increasing factor and n is the number of predicted
timesteps. The predicted output values should lay in the
interval output(n) +/- f(n), represented with dotted lines

in Figure 4 that shows the graphs of the energy
consumption for the test interval of retraining 106. The
real data are represented with thin lines and the neural
network output values with thick lines. There is a
“tube” (dotted lines) around the real data, given by the
function f(n)=200+0.0005·n (where n = 1 … 168). The
abscissa shows the index number of the corresponding
lines in the database when predictions are performed.
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Fig. 4. Data forecasting for the test interval of retraining 106 (Case I).
ERR = 0.7671

We noticed that, except for a few cases, in almost all
the graph representations of the predictions the trends
were well captured (even outside the “tube”) by using
our approach.

5. CONCLUSIONS

The ANNs ability to extract significant information,
from its training data, provides a valuable framework
for the representation of relationships that are present in
the structure of the data. This allows both the
interpolation among the a priori defined points, as well
as the extrapolation outside the range bordered by the
extreme points of the training set.
The evaluation of test error shows that the adaptive
retraining technique can gradually improve, on average,
the achieved results. There was a clear difference
between the first training process, which needed a long
time to search for the best architecture, and the
retraining on the other hand. It can be quite easy to
retrain a good ANN architecture, several times, by
using a shifted training set. The great advantage of the
retraining technique is that some relevant aspects are
preserved (remembered) not only from the immediate
previous training phase, but also from the previous but
one phase, and so on. A kind of slow forgetting process
also occurs, thus it is much easier for the ANN to
remember specific aspects of the previous training
instead of the first training. This means that the old
information accumulated during the older trainings will
be slowly forgotten and the learning process will be
adapted to the newest evolutions of the process.
Current research targets to analyze other
combinations of delay vectors and theirs effect on the
short-term load forecasting.

The paper presents an adaptive predictive system
that can be used for non-stationary sequences in time or
space domains. It is crucial to start with an optimal
system in what concerns the architecture and the choice
of delay vectors. This is the reason that our approach
must take a relatively long time in the first phase, for
searching among many possible solutions. The updating
mechanism is the adaptive retraining technique, which
has to be performed periodically (at intervals that
depend on the application). The SCG algorithm has
been used for (re)training the ANN, even if it is not the
fastest one. Its great advantage is that it works very
efficiently for networks with a large number of weights,
does not require large computational memory, has a
good convergence and is very robust. Furthermore, as
we always use the early stopping method (validation
stop) during the training, it is better to avoid algorithms
that converge too rapidly, such as Levenberg-Marquardt
(LM). The SCG is well suited for validation stop
method. Nevertheless, it is quite easy to replace the
SCG algorithm with another one, since the adaptive
retraining technique is flexible and independent of the
basic
training algorithm.
_____________________________________________________________________________________
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